
Misleading Charts and Graphs



Charts and Graphs are sometimes 
intentionally created to mislead the 

“reader” into believing an 
untruth… but sometimes they are 
created without fully considering 

all aspects of the data display.



Things to consider:

* What makes this graph misleading?
* What could be changed to make 
the graph more accurate?
* Why might someone want this 
data to be misleading?



Bar Graphs



The Terri Schiavo Court Case
In February of 1990 at the age of 26, Terri Schiavo collapsed at home and oxygen 

was cut off to her brain for several minutes. The cause of the collapse is disputed. 
Michael Schiavo, Terri’s husband, blames a cardiac arrest induced by a potassium 

imbalance associated with bulimia. The Schindlers suspect he tried to strangle 
her, based on court testimony by a neurologist.  

No one was aware Terri Schiavo had an eating disorder. The Schindlers told that 
Terri was very conscious of her weight because she had been heavy in high school 

and her husband put pressure on her to stay thin, reportedly making comments 
like “If you ever get that fat again, I’ll divorce you.”

Michael Schiavo denies having made such comments to his wife.
Though severely brain-damaged, Terri Schiavo breathes and maintains a heart 

beat and blood pressure on her own. While her vision is impaired, she can see and 
move her limbs. But she needs a feeding tube connected to her stomach to 

sustain her life.
Her husband went to court to get permission to remove her feeding tube.

Read more http://www.wnd.com/2005/03/29516/



















Circle Graphs









Line Graphs













PictoGraphs











Graphic from: e New York Times Magazine (12/11/11).  And article  http://evalblog.com/2012/01/06/tragic-graphic-the-new-york-
times-checks-facts-not-math/



If the bulldog on the left represents 58% of responses, 
then the bulldog on the right represents only about 

30%.  Oops.

Graphic from: e New York Times Magazine (12/11/11).  And article  http://evalblog.com/2012/01/06/tragic-graphic-the-new-york-
times-checks-facts-not-math/
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SUMMARY – CHARACTERISTICS OF MISLEADING GRAPHS

X or Y-axis scale is too big or too small

X or Y-axis has no scale

X or Y-axis skips numbers, or does not start at zero

Axes are not labeled

Data is left out

If the intervals on the graph are not equal, but are depicted as equal. 



SUMMARY – CHARACTERISTICS OF MISLEADING GRAPHS cont.

Information is missing (Title, etc.)

In a circle graph (pie chart)percentages do not add to 100
 

If a pictogram, all of the pictured items are not the same size. 

Displays only the “top” portion of data sets 

3-D charts that allow for the perspective to distort graph

The use of biased words in the titles or labels (“huge” “tiny” etc.)

Using a graph when it is not needed; sometimes a table or written 
explanation of information is BETTER than a graph!  This can be identified 

where graphs require a great deal of explanation to allow for understanding.



Notes for each slide – these are just simple suggestions for things you might discuss in your classroom…  the number shown is the SLIDE NUMBER.

1. Read the title
2. Read the slide
3. For every graph we examine in this presentation, we need to ask these three questions
4. First we will look at bar graphs, which is probably the most common kind
5. This is the story that goes along with the next slide. It might take a minute but should be read to the class.
6. Let the students look at the graph a minute and comment on it. Hopefully someone will notice that the x-axis starts at 53, not at zero. This makes them look much farther apart than 
they really are. WHY would someone want to make it look different? (I'm not sure I know the answer to that, it's just good to discuss)
7. slide 7 shows the same data with an x-axis that starts at zero
8. slide 8 is another example of the exact same thing where the x-axis is skewed and then correct
9. slide 9 is another example of an x-axis that doesn't start at zero. Looks like someone was trying to make president clinton look like he talks too much - ha
10. slide 10 this is very interesting one. Notice the scales are different on the different graphs(ignore the top left graph, look at the bottom left and the ones on the right). 
11. Slide 11 shows a graph that has a good x-axis and a good y-axis
12. Slide 12 also shows a graph that has a good x-axis and a good y-axis. You might show this graph and ask for input from the kids and let them try to decide whether they see anything 
wrong with it or not.
13. Slide 13 is also a well made graph, let kids try to find something wrong with it
14. slide 14 starts circle graphs and pie charts You might ask students to guess what they think the most common error made with circle graphs and pie charts is... let them guess and 
then tell them - they have to equal 100 percent. Sometimes the numbers given add up to more or less than 100 percent.
15. 10 + 85 + 50 = $145 million, yet it is shown to be equal to half, which would make it equal to $265.... they aren't fooling us!
16.Add those percentages up... definitely over 100! (but interestingly, the graph is drawn appropriately correct... makes me wonder if they typed the percentages wrong...)
17.ask the students if they see a problem... those add to over 100%
18. slide 18 is the first graph for line graphs
19. look at that y-axis... what a distaster!
20. And now the x-axis is a mess... and we don't have any idea what this graph is about...
21.graph 21 just shows how changing the axis can make a graph look different
22. ask students to see if they see a problem... notice the y-axis is messed up. also no title or labels of the axis
23. slide 23 skips one extra year on the y-axis to get to 2006, but in the graph scheme of things that doesn't make a huge difference in this graph since you are talking about such a long 
time period... this is actually still an ok legitimate graph...
24. start of pictographs - these are notorious for having all sorts of issues
25. this is a pictograph, and is not drawn to scale
26. If you found the area represented by each circle, it would be far larger than the size represented.
27. how many total horse owners? 150! how many total cat people? 350!
28. same graph drawn to scale
29. Another example of out of control picto graph
30. Same one drawn to scale
31-32-33 - all the same graph shown incorrect then corrected



Some graphs have notes on the pages indicating their sources.  Other sources used include:
academic.evergreen.edu/curricular/mit2008/Winter06handouts/Math/DanielLeah/MISLEADING%20GRAPHS.ppt

Graphic from: e New York Times Magazine (12/11/11). 
 article  http://evalblog.com/2012/01/06/tragic-graphic-the-new-york-times-checks-facts-not-math/

Artcle http://passyworldofmathematics.com/misleading-graphs/

http://evalblog.com/2012/01/06/tragic-graphic-the-new-york-times-checks-facts-not-math/
http://passyworldofmathematics.com/misleading-graphs/


D3bbi3’s Lemonade Stand

Legal-Shmegal Jargon:

I am dedicated to making teaching resources that are
Standards Based
Strategically Paced
with fun encased
that make classroom minutes “count.”

THANK YOU for making a purchase.  I am both awed and grateful that you would find something I created useful in your classroom. 

My Teacher’s Pay Teacher’s Store was started during a period of time in my life that SHOULD have been tragic:  Stage IIb Breast Cancer, a year of chemotherapy, mastectomy and 
reconstruction AND a compound broken ankle fracture… all within 12 months!  But God took lemons and made lemonade!   In my downtime I had plenty of time to take all the resources I had 
created in nine years of teaching and make my Teacher’s Pay Teacher’s store:  Debbie’s Lemonade Stand!

Please respect the copyright of this material.  Your purchase price includes download for use in one classroom.  Multiple licenses are available at a discount price (including high volume or 
district-wide license).  Copying any part of this product and placing it on the internet in any form (even a personal/classroom website) is strictly forbidden and is a violation of the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).  

Feedback of any kind is always welcomed and appreciated!  Please feel free to e-mail me at:  DebbiesLemonadeStand@Charter.NET.

Happy Teaching!    
Romans 12:6-7   
Debbie Sudduth 

Copyright © 2013 Deborah E. Sudduth
All rights reserved by author. 
Permission to copy for single classroom use only.   
Electronic distribution limited to single classroom use only.  
Not for public display.
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